TEST Z ANGLICKÉHO JAZYKA - ČTENÍ S POROZUMĚNÍM

Ukázková verze

Přečtěte si text a vyberte správnou odpověď podle zadání jednotlivých úkolů. Odpovědi vyznačte do záznamového
archu, NIKOLI do tohoto zadání.
After inventing dynamite, Swedish-born Alfred Nobel became a very rich man. However, he foresaw its universally
destructive powers too late. Nobel preferred not to be remembered as the inventor of dynamite, so in 1895, just
two weeks before his death, he created a fund to be used for awarding prizes to people who had made worthwhile
contributions to mankind (although his family opposed the establishment of the Nobel Prize).
Originally there were these awards: literature, physics, chemistry, medicine, and peace. Economics was added in
1968 by Sweden’s central bank, just sixty-seven years after the first awards ceremony. Nobel’s original legacy of nine
million dollars was invested, and the interest on this sum is used for the awards which vary from $30,000 to
$125,000.
Every year on December 10, the anniversary of Nobel’s death, the awards (gold medal, illuminated diploma, and
money) are presented to the winners. The prize ceremonies are held in Stockholm (with the exception of the peace
prize, which takes place in Oslo). Sometimes politics plays an important role in the judges’ decisions. Americans have
won numerous science awards, but relatively few literature prizes.
In 2016 Mr. Bob Dylan, the poet laureate of the rock era, is rewarded with the Nobel Prize in Literature, an honour
that elevates him into the company of T.S. Eliot, Gabriel García Márquez, Toni Morrison and Samuel Beckett.
Mr. Dylan, 75 then, is the first musician to win the award, and is perhaps the most radical choice in a history of the
Nobel Prize stretching back to 1901. In choosing a popular musician for the literary world’s highest honour, the
Swedish Academy, which awards the prize, dramatically redefined the boundaries of literature, setting off a debate
about whether song lyrics have the same artistic value as poetry or novels. Half a century ago, Bob Dylan shocked
the music world by plugging in an electric guitar and alienating folk purists. For decades he continued to confuse
expectations, selling millions of records with dense, enigmatic song writing. In giving the literature prize to
Mr. Dylan, the academy may also be recognizing that the gap has closed between high art and more commercial
creative forms.
No awards were presented from 1940 to 1942 at the beginning of WWII. Some people have won two prizes, but this
is rare; others have shared their prizes. Round 900 people and 25 organizations have received the Nobel Prize until
now. The Nobel Prize is widely regarded as the most prestigious award available.

Zjistěte v textu, zda je následující výrok pravdivý (P) nebo nepravdivý (N):
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Nobel was not really proud of his famous invention.
The Nobel Prize used to be awarded in five fields.
The winners receive more than just a nice sum of money.
Only one city takes part in the organization of the awarding ceremony.
Bob Dylan has always been considered a great poet.
Dylan’s nomination was generally expected.
One Nobel Prize could go to several people.
During the whole Second World War no prizes were awarded.

Vyberte správnou odpověď: A, B, C, D – U každé otázky je jen JEDNA správná odpověď.
9. The word interest in the text means (Paragraph 2):
A) concern
B) advantage

C) earnings
D) involvement

10. In which area have Americans received most awards?
A) literature
B) economics

C) peace
D) science

11. When did the first award ceremony take place?
A) 1895
B) 1901

C) 1962
D) 1940

12. About how many individual laureates of the prize are there?
A) 1942
B) 900

C) 1968
D) 25

Vyberte správné odpovědi A, B, C, D, E podle textu, na jejich pořadí nezáleží, každá otázka má DVĚ správné odpovědi.
13. Alfred Nobel
A) took part in the first Nobel Prize ceremony.
B) set rules for the organization of the prize giving ceremony.
C) died in 1895.
D) left all his money to the Nobel prize fund.
E) donated money shortly before his death.
14. Why was the Nobel Prize originally established?
A) To recognize worthwhile contributions to humanity.
B) To resolve political differences.
C) To acknowledge those (e.g. scientists or writers) whose work was beneficial for the world.
D) To honour the inventor of dynamite.
E) To spend Alfred Nobel’s money.
15. Which of the following statements are not true?
A) Awards vary in monetary value.
B) Hundreds of organizations won the prize.
C) Ceremonies are held on December 10 to commemorate Nobel’s invention.
D) Politics can play an important role in selecting the winners.
E) A few individuals have won two awards.
16. In 2016 the Swedish Academy
A) began to admit that words of songs are poetry.
B) awarded Bob Dylan the Nobel Prize for music.
C) took into account the number of Bob Dylan’s records.
D) changed the view of what is and isn’t literature.
E) transformed the borders of literature.
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